A novel Cx50 (GJA8) p.H277Y mutation associated with autosomal dominant congenital cataract identified with targeted next-generation sequencing.
To unravel the molecular genetic background responsible for autosomal dominant congenital pulverulent nuclear cataracts in a four-generation Chinese family. Family history data were collected, ophthalmological examinations were performed, and genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood of the family members. The candidate genes were captured and sequenced by targeted next-generation sequencing, and the results were confirmed by Sanger sequencing. The structure modelling of the protein was displayed based on Swiss-Model Server, and its possible changes in the secondary structure were predicted using Antheprot 2000 software. The chemical dissimilarity and possible functional impact of an amino acid substitution were performed with Grantham score, PolyPhen-2, and SIFT predictions. Protein distributions were assessed by confocal microscopy. A novel heterozygous c.829C > T transition that led to the substitution of a highly conserved histidine by tyrosine at codon 277 (p.H277Y) in the coding region of connexin50 (Cx50, GJA8) was identified. Bioinformatics analysis showed that the mutation likely altered the secondary structure of the protein by replacing the helix of the COOH-terminal portion with a turn. The mutation was predicted to be moderately conservative by Grantham score and to be deleterious by both PolyPhen-2 and SIFT with consistent results. In addition, when expressed in COS1 cells, the mutation led to protein accumulation and caused changes in Cx 50 protein localization pattern. This is a novel missense mutation [c.829C > T, (p.H277Y)] identified in exon 2 of Cx50. Our findings expand the spectrum of Cx50 mutations that are associated with autosomal dominant congenital pulverulent nuclear cataract.